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We show that the numerial method [M. E. Torio, K. Hallberg, A. H. Ceatto, and C. R. Proetto,

Phys. Rev. B 65, 085302 (2002)℄ does not reprodue orretly the Kondo physis in quantum dot

systems with interation.

In a reent paper, M. E. Torio, K. Hallberg, A. H. Ce-

atto, and C. R. Proetto (THCP) presented a numerial

alulation of the ondutane of an interating system

onsisting of a quantum dot oupled to the leads.

1

Their

results exhibit a fair qualitative agreement with the or-

responding experiments by J. Göres et al.

2

However, a

loser quantitative inspetion of the results onerning

the Kondo regime learly shows that their method fails

to reprodue adequately the main features of the ondu-

tane in this regime.

Numerial method of THCP onsists of exat diago-

nalization of a small luster ontaining the region with

interation, oupling the luster to external reservoirs

(leads), and �nally self-onsistent alulation of the orre-

sponding Dyson equation. As pointed out in THCP, the

method should be reliable as long as the orresponding

Kondo loud does not exeed the size of the luster. In or-

der to meet these riteria, THCP hose t′/t = 1/
√
2 and

estimated (without giving arguments) the orrespond-

ing Kondo orrelation length of about 10 lattie sites for

U/∆ = 12 with ∆ = 2t′2/t. Using this set of parame-

ters for the Anderson model

3

they alulated the ondu-

tane of substitutional quantum dot on�guration. For

the symmetri situation, ǫ0 = −U/2, their ondutane
reahes the unitary limit, G = G0 = 2e2/h. They fur-

ther laimed that this is a nontrivial hek of the method

whih proves that their �nite-system approah produes

a Kondo peak with the exat spetral weight at the Fermi

energy.

1

In this Comment we show that although the ondu-

tane of THCP reahes the unitary limit, the method

does not reprodue orretly the Kondo peak. In

Fig. 1(a) the ondutane of THCP is shown ompared to

the result obtained with the two-point sine ondutane

formula from Ref. 4 using the variational wave funtion of

Gunnarsson and Shönhammer

5

together with the on-

strained path quantum Monte Carlo method (CPMC).

6,7

In the empty orbital regime, |ǫ0+U/2| & U/2, all results
math perfetly. However, for |ǫ0 + U/2| . U/2, exept
in the symmetri point, the result of THCP drastially

fails to reprodue the main �ngerprint of Kondo physis,

i.e., the plateau in the ondutane in the Kondo regime.

The reason is the low energy resolution whih in turn is

a �ngerprint of �nite-size e�ets of a small lusters used

by the method of THCP. It should be pointed out that

even relatively large t′ annot remedy this de�ieny of

the method, beause the problem falls into the unusu-

ally narrow bandwidth regime 2t ≪ U , and ǫ0 ≪ −2t,
ǫ0 + U ≫ 2t, where the sattering proesses whih in-

volve eletrons or holes in the band edges annot ause

real harge �utuations of the impurity,

8

resulting in the

redution of the Kondo temperature. On the one hand,

narrow bandwidth should improve the energy resolution

of the method,

1

on the other hand, however, the Kondo

temperature TK in this limit is redued,

9

TK ∼ 2t

(

∆U

| ǫ0 || ǫ0 + U |

)1/2

e−π|ǫ0||ǫ0+U|/(2∆U). (1)

Smaller t (or larger t′) thus annot bring the method

of THCP into the regime of reliability unless the num-

ber of sites in the luster is signi�antly inreased or the

strength of the interation, U/∆, is redued.

In a more ommon limit of a wide bandwidth, 2t ≫
U ,10 the ondutane an be alulated exatly using

the Friedel sum rule and the Bethe ansatz result.

11

In

Fig. 1(b) the exat ondutane for wide bandwidth is

presented, together with the result of the two-point sine

formula, using variational wavefuntion and the CPMC

method. The results agree for all regimes. Small disrep-

anies an be attributed to the �nite bandwidth of both

numerial methods (t = 1.04U) and to the variational na-
ture of the wave funtions used. We would like to stress

that due to the lower Kondo temperature in the narrow

bandwidth regime, Fig. 1(a), the Kondo plateau is obvi-

ously more pronouned ompared to the wide bandwidth

limit, Fig. 1(b).

In Fig. 1(b) the ondutane using an elementary

Hartree-Fok alulation is also presented. It is well

known that this approximation annot adequately repro-

due the Kondo phenomenon. Nevertheless, the unitary

limit in the symmetri point, ǫ0 + U/2 = 0, is in this

approah as well reprodued. It is a onsequene of the

partile-hole symmetry of the Anderson model ombined

with the Friedel sum rule. The existene of the unitary

limit an in general serve only as a test of internal numer-

ial onsisteny of a partiular numerial method and is

not a diret evidene of a orret desription of the Kondo

physis as argued by THCP.

http://arxiv.org/abs/cond-mat/0407590v2
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Figure 1: (a) In 2t ≪ U regime the ondutane of THCP (diamonds) ompared to results obtained from the two-point

sine ondutane formula,

4

using variational wave funtion of Gunnarsson and Shönhammer (full line)

5

and CPMC method

(bullets).

7

(b) Condutane for 2t ≫ U obtained with exat Bethe ansatz (dashed-dotted)

11

and Hartree-Fok (dashed). In

numerial alulation t = 1.04U was used for the ase of variational wave funtion (full line)

4,5

and CPMC (bullets).

7

In summary, the method used by THCP seems to be promising for the alulation of ondutane of systems

where the interation is very weak. However, in the limit of strong eletron-eletron interation it fails to reprodue

many-body e�ets as is, e.g., the Kondo physis in transport through a quantum dot.
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